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the plains across the overland emigrants and the trans - this is the ultimate secondary source for the largest migration
of peoples in world history the oregon california and mormon trails from 1840 to 1860, route of the oregon trail wikipedia after crossing the south platte river the oregon trail follows the north platte river out of nebraska into wyoming fort laramie at
the junction of the laramie river and the north platte river was a major stopping point fort laramie was a former fur trading
outpost originally named fort john that was purchased in 1848 by the u s army to protect travelers on the trails, road to little
bighorn - by john doerner webmaster s note this detailed timeline of historic events starting in 1400 and ending in 2003 was
graciously provided by chief historian of little bighorn battlefield national monument john doerner we provide this timeline as
a reference for students and research we do not have time to debate the contents of the timeline therefore we will not
answer any correspondence, american west photographs national archives - national archives identifier variant control
number title 530893 111 sc 85703 press representatives accompanying excursion party to a point on 100th meridian 275
miles west of omaha nebraska terr by john crbutt for the union pacific railroad october 24 1866, fur trade the canadian
encyclopedia - for nearly 250 years from the early 17th to the mid 19th centuries the fur trade was a vast commercial
enterprise across the wild forested expanse of what is now canada, uncle dale s old mormon articles pennsylvania 1850
1899 - the erie observer vol xx erie pa friday january 25 1850 no 37 the mormon delegate the editor of the cleveland herald
gives from personal acquaintance the following account of mr babbitt the mormon delegate to congress from deseret we
were boys together, databases a z miami university libraries - the american antiquarian society s historical periodicals
thematic subset collection documents the life of america s people from the colonial era through the civil war and
reconstruction with digital access to the most comprehensive collection of american periodicals published between 1684
and 1912, wikipedia vs neo tech - wikipedia vs neo tech by mark hamilton son of the late frw in the early internet days
back in the mid 90s wikipedia co founder jimmy wales used to to post on our alt neo tech newsgroup
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